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ABSTRACT
Networked cameras continue to be an attractive target of cyber-
attacks and therefore present huge risks to organizations. The use of
vulnerable credentials (manufacturers default or publicly known) by
these devices remains a primary concern for network and cyberse-
curity teams. This paper aims to assist enterprise network operators
to systematically and passively assess the risk of using default cre-
dentials or vulnerable authentication schemes for directly accessing
connected cameras. Our contributions are two-fold: (1) We analyze
HTTP traffic traces of enterprise-grade network cameras (sourced
from popular manufacturers including Cisco, Axis, and Pelco), iden-
tify the signature of their authentication techniques, including Basic,
regular Digest, and Web Service Security (WSS), extracted from
request packets, and develop a system with an algorithm (PARVP)
for automatic and passive assessment of authentication risks; and
(2) We apply PARVP to traffic traces of about 1.4 million HTTP
authentication sessions selectively collected from network traffic of
more than 1000 cameras (in our university campus network) during
three weeks, and draw insights into risks, including cameras that
accept default passwords (though hashed) and camera controllers
that reveal passwords (though obsolete) by insecure authentication.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy→ Authentication; Network security.

1 INTRODUCTION
Stories about compromised networked cameras continue to ap-
pear on news [1, 4]. The most prominent one was highlighted in
the large-scale distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attack in 2016,
sourced by the Mirai botnet, which shut down parts of the Internet
infrastructure. That attack was particularly successful since the
users of cameras (and some other victim IoT devices) continued to
rely on default usernames and passwords [18], which was the entry
point for Mirai. Cameras with default passwords [31] remain an
attractive target to both unskilled and experienced cybercriminals.
The attackers incentive varies from obtaining credit card informa-
tion of customers in shops and selling video footages of intimate
places to exploiting these devices for DDoS attacks or even covert
cryptocurrency mining [23].
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Enterprises tend to increasingly invest in physical security so-
lutions with a specific focus on deploying more cameras to create
a safer environment for their staff and customers. Manufactur-
ers often ship the cameras with a default username and password
(publicly known [2, 5]) so that users and administrators can gain
initial access to configure them. Those default passwords remain
unchanged despite basic security guidelines, either for convenience
(especially in large-scale deployments with thousands of cameras)
or forgetfulness. Even with the change of default passwords, net-
worked cameras can still impose cyber risks, because of communi-
cating via unencrypted services like HTTP on the network.

Existing commercial tools (primarily designed for general IT
assets like enterprise servers) actively scan the network by sending
pre-configured test traffic to individual connected devices and iden-
tify their risks and vulnerabilities [32]. However, active assessment
approaches may not be necessarily desirable for a heterogeneous set
of OT1/IoT assets (like cameras, printers, sensors) deployed at scale.
Because incompatible queries sent by scanners may render them
dysfunctional devices or high volumes of scan trafficmay create con-
gestion on their specific network segments – customizing scans per
asset or segment can be practically challenging. Lastly, vulnerability
scanners do not operate continuously (often scheduled quarterly,
monthly, or weekly depending on compliance requirements and
best practice cybersecurity frameworks [9, 28] being followed), and
hence some temporary devices may get missed. Therefore, passive
solutions sound more appealing to OT environments by silently
and continuously analyzing their network traffic.

This paper2 develops a passive and systematic risk assessment
method with a specific focus on HTTP-based authentications in
networked cameras. Our first contribution (§2) analyzes packet
traces of HTTP authentication for popular enterprise-grade cam-
eras sourced from Cisco (ten models), Axis (two models), and Pelco
(two models). We highlight their authentication methods and iden-
tify specific signatures in authentication queries and responses. We
develop a system empowered by “selective” inspection of network
packets (enabled by leveraging formal MUD3 behavioral profile of
IoT devices), and an algorithm (PARVP) to automatically and pas-
sively determine whether cameras are using vulnerable credentials
(due to the use of well-known or manufacturers default passwords).
Our second contribution (§3) applies PARVP to traffic traces of 1.4
million HTTP authentication sessions from 1108 live cameras col-
lected from our university campus network during three weeks. We
draw insights into the risks of this network by detecting cameras
that accept default passwords (though hashed) and controllers that
reveal passwords (though obsolete) by insecure authentication.

1Operational Technology
2Funding for this project was provided by CyAmast Pty Ltd.
3Manufacturer Usage Description (RFC8520) specifies the indented behavior of devices
by a structured set of network flows.
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2 AUTHENTICATION IN CAMERAS &
OUR PASSIVE RISK ASSESSMENT

Networked cameras are designed to provide video surveillance,
ensuring physical security. Their decreasing cost and reliable per-
formance have led them to be deployed in various environments
such as university campuses, hospitals, commercial buildings, and
construction sites. To prevent an unauthorized user from remotely
accessing the connected cameras, they need to authenticate valid
users. Therefore, manufacturers of these devices, depending upon
their size and maturity, are expected to empower their cameras with
robust and secure authentication methods. In this section, we begin
with a brief discussion on ways of remote access and authentication
offered by enterprise-grade networked cameras, as shown in the
bottom section of Fig. 1. We next present our method for assessing
the risk of access authentication in these cameras, as illustrated in
the top section of Fig. 1.

Remote access and authentication: Commercial networked
cameras often allow their legitimate users to access video footage
(live and/or recorded). To grant access, each camera often acts as
an HTTP server, authenticating requests from clients. Best secu-
rity practices, however, suggest that web servers should operate
over HTTPS and not HTTP. We note that employing HTTPS for
cameras deployed at scale in enterprise networks can be practically
challenging. This is primarily because, in HTTPS, the server (cam-
eras) must present its SSL/TLS certificates to connecting clients,
verifying its identity and thus preventing hackers from intercepting
any exchanged data. Certificates need a trusted authority to sign
them or to be self-signed by the corresponding camera (the server)
[29]. Obtaining individual certificates from trusted authorities is
deemed expensive or at least challenging by network operators due
to additional engineering and operational efforts (e.g., creating pub-
licly registered host-name [7]) required for thousands of installed
cameras. Self-signed certificates are also not easy to adopt, as they
entail operators to store them (and make them trusted) on every
controller (client) that intends to access these cameras.

To overcome these challenges, some well-established manufac-
turers have introduced the concept of cloud-managed networked
cameras [21]. A cloud-based software centralizes the control of
a network of cameras, allowing operators to interact with their
cameras more seamlessly and securely, manage user permissions,
perform security checks, and more. This added security introduces
its own technical and economic challenges, including: (a) specific
configuration required per each camera, (b) provisioning additional
Internet bandwidth, (c) securing the communication between cam-
eras and the cloud server, and (c) paying subscription fees (vendor
lock-in).

Therefore, most enterprises typically tend to rely on simpler
methods like segmentation (“air-gapped” network) [22] to manage
the cybersecurity risk of their operational devices and often isolate
their cameras at Layer 2 (connecting them to specific VLANs) or at
Layer 3 (configuring them on certain subnets). That way, they feel
comfortable to continue using HTTP for accessing their cameras
from within the enterprise network. Air-gapping, however, cannot
be considered as a completely secure measure because it can be
physically breached by a third-party networked laptop/phone or
USB drive [13].
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Figure 1: System architecture of our solution for assessing
the risk of HTTP authentication.

2.1 HTTP Authentication
There exist several standard schemes [17] of HTTP authentication
available for manufacturers to implement for their networked cam-
eras, each differing in their operation and security. Certain schemes
such as OAuth are used to facilitate third-party access delegation
across web applications without sharing the passwords [14], while
others like HOBA4 require a digital signature (combination of pub-
lic and private keys) for each client without needing a password
database on the server [8]. Before accessing the camera, the client
(remote controller) needs to determine the authentication scheme
supported by the HTTP server running on the camera.

HTTP authentication schemes involve four steps of exchanging
challenge-response between the client and server (Appendix A) –
the server specifies the expected authentication scheme. In com-
mercial networked cameras [6], two schemes, namely Basic and
Digest [10] are commonly used.

Basic & Digest authentication: While both Basic and Digest
methods can authenticate users, the Digest method provides greater
security and is therefore recommended for unencrypted channels
(when TLS is not available) [10]. In the Basic authentication, a
request contains a header field in the form of “Authorization:
Basic <credentials>”, where credentials are the Base64 encoded
version of username and password joined by a single colon. The
Base64 encoding is easily reversible and thereby insecure over
HTTP. Digest authentication (RFC2617), on the other hand, applies
several steps to compute a hashed response value that is used for
authentication – details can be found in Appendix B.

Digest authentication has undergone many revisions since its
inception [30]. Today, developers are provided with various options
of advanced hashing algorithms like SHA-256 (instead of MD5) to
enhance the collision resistance. Also, the classic steps (in Appen-
dix B) can be adjusted to embed more arguments for computing the
hashed response. These requirements (and options) are relayed by
setting a field called qop5 in the WWW-Authenticate header sent
(by the server) during initial steps of HTTP authentication.

4HTTP Origin Bound Authentication
5The “quality of protection” (qop) field helps clients/servers check the integrity of
message bodies.
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Figure 2: PARVP system & algorithm.

Web Service Security (WSS):WSS is an extension to the SOAP
messaging protocol (typically encapsulated in HTTP packets) to
apply security features like certificates and/or credentials to Web
services. UsernameToken is a key security feature in WSS, respon-
sible for carrying credentials like username and password in XML
format. It supports both plaintext and digest passwords. Appen-
dix C describes how a hashed response is produced. Developers
may choose to use SOAP-based communication over HTTP, as
SOAP offers a rich set of libraries and extensions for transferring
diverse data. In the context of networked cameras, controls on tilt
and zoom can be embedded within an XML tag, rather than using
a combination of HTTP headers, forms, and payloads. This flexible
approach led manufacturers to agree on a standard, called ONVIF6,
to leverage SOAP-based communication for data exchange across
multi-vendor platforms.

2.2 Risk Assessment Algorithm & System
Fig. 2 illustrates a high-level overview of our system for passively
assessing the risk of vulnerable passwords (PARVP). We use a deci-
sion tree-based algorithm (i.e., the PARVP algorithm in Fig. 2) to
determine how an HTTP authentication packet has to be processed.
First, we determine whether the packet is a request or response. If
the packet is neither a request nor a response, it will be dropped
(not shown in Fig. 2 for brevity). Given a request packet, we extract
the authentication scheme used and its corresponding metadata
from the HTTP packet header or content. If the authentication
scheme is Basic or plaintext WSS, the user credentials can be easily
decoded or readily obtained, and hence a risky scheme (red “× 1 ”
marks). In case of a more secure authentication scheme (i.e., digest),
we perform our password check: the authentication metadata of the
request packet along with individual passwords in our prepopulated

6Launched in 2008, ONVIF (the Open Network Video Interface Forum) is an open
industry forum with the goal of enabling interoperability between physical security
products sourced from different manufacturers.

checklist (default and publicly known) are passed through the hash-
ing process of the authentication scheme. Note that metadata ele-
ments like Nonce can change dynamically for every authentication
session, and therefore checklist digest values need be computed per
each request packet (cannot be pre-computed). If none of the check-
list passwords yield the same outcome (digest), then the request is
secure (green “✓” mark), otherwise a risky password is identified
(red “× 2 ” mark). Lastly, if an authentication response is paired
with an accepted risky request (containing an encoded/plaintext
password or digest of a default/known password), then the third
type of cyber risk is flagged (red “× 3 ” mark). Packets that do
not contain either Basic or Digest authentication content will be
dropped (not shown in Fig. 2 for brevity) by the PARVP algorithm.

Selective Packet Inspection: It is important to note that we
only inspect selected HTTP packets from specific cameras on the
network. Our method can scale to high throughput (e.g., tens of
Gbps) of network traffic since it does not inspect every packet.
Selective deep packet inspection is facilitated by employing a pro-
grammable switch (e.g., OpenFlow-based or P4-based) that sits
parallel to the operational network, receiving a copy of the entire
network traffic and mirroring the selected packets for passive infer-
ence. Monitoring policies (target devices and their selected packets)
can be defined statically via a configuration file or dynamically via
API calls, specifying IP address and/or MAC address and/or VLAN
id of devices, along with the transport-layer service identity such as
protocol and port number (e.g., inbound and/or outbound TCP/80)
or other fields of packet headers. Note that IoT device manufactur-
ers may choose to operate the HTTP service on a non-standard
port number other than TCP/80. In this work, the network operator
is assumed to have all network assets classified (asset inventory),
and their behavioral profile (compatible with the MUD7 standard)
is determined [16] prior to risk assessment so that a config file is
proactively created, as shown at the bottom of Fig. 2.

7A formal description of network behavior that can be translated to a set of flow
rules enforced at run-time – traffic that conforms to these rules can be allowed, while
unexpected traffic is dropped or inspected for potential intrusions [15].
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GET /axis-cgi/motion/motiondata.cgi HTTP/1.0
Authorization: Basic dXNlcjpzb21lcGFz      Q=
Connection: close
Host: 192.168.1.1:80

(a) Basic authentication.

GET /axis-cgi/param.cgi?action-list&group... HTTP/1.1
Connection: Keep-Alive
User-Agent: OmnicastHttpClientAsync-SEC-ARC01A/1.0
Host: 192.168.1.2
[truncated]Authorization: Digest

username= ”admin”
realm= ”AXIS_B8A44F13D037”
nonce= ”LIC9FFNABgA=c5e743fj49n320vn2nnbdf3...”
uri= ”/axis-cgi/param.cgi?action-list&group...”
cnonce= ”63bd02fce6a08c4236be93ngajgue33942...”
nc= ”00000001”
algorithm= MD5
response= ”ee72034b6d15f700011d43ec      96”

(b) Regular Digest authentication.

POST /onvif/device_service HTTP/1.1
Host: 192.168.1.3
Content-Length: 987
Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate
Connection: Close
eXtensible Markup Language
<s:Envelope
<s:Header>
<Security

</s:Header>
<s:Body
<s:Envelope>

<Security>
<wsse:UsernameToken>

<wsse:Username>
admin
</wsse:Username>
<wsse:Password>
B3HtW/p6S3T0WEIES9       y8=
</wsse:Password>
<wsse:Nonce>
mrqOtKa9EJ5Wuys7GO/PrQ==
</wsse:Nonce>
<wsu:Created>
2008-07-09T09:22:36Z
</wsu:Created>

</wsse:UsernameToken>
</Security>

(c) WSS Digest authentication (ONVIF).

Figure 3: Signature of authentication packets: (a) Basic, (b) regular Digest, and (c)WSS Digest authentication (ONVIF standard);
We obfuscated IPv4 addresses and (encoded/hashed) passwords for privacy reasons.

Table 1: Summary of our dataset.
Total Accepted

sessions cameras controllers sessions cameras controllers
Basic 282,292 1,108 36 0 1,103 19
Digest 1,100,625 1,108 36 388,176 1,103 19

Signatures: In order to correctly extract authentication meta-
data, we developed signatures in our lab by offline processing of
packet captures. Our set of signatures currently comprises three
widely-used authentication schemes: HTTP Basic, HTTP Digest,
andWSSUsernameToken plaintext/Digest (used byONVIF-compatible
devices) – it can be readily extended to accommodate other authen-
tication schemes emerging in the future. Fig. 3 provides a visual
representation (i.e., Wireshark view) of packet signatures for each
of these three schemes. The signature for HTTP Basic and Digest
schemes are defined by the use of an Authorization header as seen
in Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b), respectively. The authorization header de-
scribes the scheme in use and provides all corresponding metadata
required to authenticate the client. WSS UsernameToken uses an
XML structure to encapsulate all authentication metadata inside the
“UsernameToken” tag of the HTTP content, as shown in Fig. 3(c).
Note that the default hash method used in WSSE (and ONVIF) is
SHA-1 (Appendix C), but it is not explicitly displayed in the packet
signature.

3 EVALUATION RESULTS
We prototyped PARVP on a research testbed receiving bidirectional
traffic of production cameras in our university campus. The IT de-
partment of our university provisioned a full mirror (both inbound
and outbound) of traffic (at an average rate of ≈20 Gbps) for more
than 20,000 network-connected devices (IT and IoT/OT) to our
testbed from their core router. We obtained appropriate ethics clear-
ances (UNSW Human Research Ethics Advisory Panel approval
number HC190171) for this study. This experimental setup aims to
demonstrate the efficacy of our proposed method with real traffic
and draw insights into the cyber risks associated with the config-
uration of cameras and their corresponding controllers accessing
them over the enterprise network.

PasswordChecklist:We constructed a checklist of 12,200 unique
passwords obtained from four public sources, including: (a) pass-
words used in the Mirai botnet [24], (b) an extensive list of simple,
yet probable passwords identified for security testing [25], and (c)
two public lists of default passwords that are known to be in use
for different types of networked cameras [5, 31]. These passwords
are a combination of default (passwords used by manufacturers
to enable installation/setup) and vulnerable (simple English and

Table 2: Accepted authentication sessions.

Cisco Axis Pelco
sessions cameras sessions cameras sessions cameras

Basic 0 0 0 0 0 0
Digest 353,994 722 34,182 381 0 0
Digest-risky 0 0 38 6 0 0

Table 3: Rejected authentication sessions.

Cisco Axis Pelco
sessions cameras sessions cameras sessions cameras

Basic 0 0 282,292 184 0 0
Digest 705,572 695 6,301 30 576 4
Digest-risky 0 0 0 0 0 0

or numerical strings that are common and can be easily guessed).
It is important to note that the checklist is extensible and can be
augmented to add new default and vulnerable passwords.

Prototype Implementation: Physical surveillance cameras (14
different models8 sourced from three manufacturers, namely Cisco,
Axis, and Pelco) operate on a dedicated VLAN (consisting of six
subnets of size /24) of the campus network. Each camera on average
generates a traffic rate of ≈2 Mbps. We had separately generated
the MUD profile of each camera type by passively analyzing their
network traffic [16], and found that all cameras offer the HTTP
service on the standard transport-layer port TCP/80. Hence, the
config file specifies a filter on the TCP/80 traffic of the specific
VLAN id of the camera segment. We used NoviSwitch 2122 (a fully
OpenFlow 1.3 compliant SDN switch) and the Floodlight controller
(v1.2) for our system. Floodlight exposes northbound RESTful APIs
to receive monitoring policies. Selected packets (mirrored by the
SDN switch) are stored in PCAP files. We developed a Python script,
utilizing the Scapy library to parse PCAP files and arrange match-
ing HTTP requests and responses as JSON objects in a set of JSON
files. Each request/response JSON object was then fed into another
Python script, which implements the PARVP algorithm. Based on
the output of the PARVP algorithm, the selected request/response
JSON object was updated to reflect the risk type identified.

Traffic Collection and Dataset: For this work, we collected
samples of HTTP authentication request and response packets of
1108 cameras on our testbed during three weeks in May and Jun
2021. Each sampling period, capped at 2 GB worth of data, focused
on an /24 subnet within the specific VLANdedicated for the cameras.
In total, we collected traces of selected packets across 20 sampling

8The exact model of cameras is not revealed for privacy reasons.
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periods, each scheduled (using a cron task) to commence at two
different times (peak and off-peak hours) of selected weekdays.

Following traffic collection, we created a dataset of JSON records,
each containing metadata of a matching pair of HTTP request/
response. Our metadata includes the IP address of cameras and
their respective controllers, attempted credentials, authentication
scheme, HTTP response code, and the request’s timestamp. Ta-
ble 1 summarizes our dataset (total and accepted sessions) across
the two main authentication methods (i.e., Basic and regular/WSS
Digest). In total, our dataset contains 1,380,000 authentication ses-
sions, sourced from 36 controllers to 1108 cameras. It can be seen
that about 80% of all access attempts use the digest method for
authentication (hashed password presented), while the remaining
20% use the basic authentication (encoded password presented),
which is not recommended. Another observation is that more than
70% of all authentication attempts are rejected. Interestingly, 17
controllers are consistently rejected from access to cameras – they
seem to be outdated and continue using obsolete methods (Ba-
sic authentication sessions) and/or changed credentials (≈65% of
digest authentication sessions). Also, we note that no camera ac-
cepts the basic authentication, highlighting baseline “cyber hygiene”
practices implemented across this network of cameras. Lastly, five
cameras (an Axis and four Pelco) are found to consistently receive
bad requests from their respective controllers, suggesting outdated
configurations.

3.1 Vulnerable Cameras
Table 2 focuses on accepted fraction of authentication sessions in
our dataset, and shows how they are distributed across Basic, Di-
gest, or Digest-risky methods. Note that Digest-risky refers to those
Digest sessions wherein the presented password is found in our
password list. We can see that six Axis cameras are identified at
Digest-risky (cells highlighted in red), meaning that they indeed
accept default passwords for authentication (i.e., risk types “× 2 ”
and “× 3 ” in Fig. 2). All of these risky cameras share the same cre-
dentials root/“a-default-password” 9. This finding highlights
how enterprises sometimes may overlook to enforce baseline secu-
rity best practices like changing default passwords on devices prior
to deploying them on the network.

Table 3 focuses on the rejected portion of sessions in our dataset.
We can see that all Basic authentication attempts (i.e., risk type
“× 1 ” in Fig. 2) were made towards 184 Axis cameras, suggesting a
set of probably outdated controllers which initiate invalid requests.
Furthermore, we observe that 67% of Cisco cameras, 15% of Axis
cameras, and all Pelco cameras are target of these rejected sessions
over Digest authentication. We found that Axis and Pelco cameras
reject an authentication session wherein the controller fails to for-
mat the request packet correctly or supplies an invalid credential,
while Cisco cameras typically fail to authenticate due to limited
resources available on the device (will be discussed in §3.2). Lastly,
no Digest-risky sessions (those that offer default/known passwords)
are found among the rejected subset of our records.

Extended Assessment with Augmented List: Further anal-
ysis of the rejected sessions over Basic authentication (the first
row in Table 3) revealed that all of them share a credential admin/

9We obfuscated this default password for privacy reasons.
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Figure 4: Thirty-six controllers (color-coded) attempt to ac-
cess 1108 cameras: C1-C17 (red) are constantly rejected by
cameras; C18-C35 (orange) are accepted sometimes and re-
jected some other times; and, C36 (blue) is always accepted.

“some-password” 10 – this specific password (obfuscated) was not
in our original password checklist. The wide usage of this specific
credential, found in more than 280K rejected sessions attempting to
access 184 Axis cameras, suggests a configuration that is possibly
common across a department or even the entire organization. This
means that the same credentials might have been used in Digest
sessions too, but requires further checks. We, therefore, augment
our original checklist by incorporating new passwords (in this case
“some-password”) discovered during the first round of risk assess-
ment process, and perform a second verification with the updated
credentials.

Interestingly, we verified our hypothesis – “some-password”
was used as password for Digest-based authentication with Axis
and Pelco cameras (i.e., risk type “× 2 ” in Fig. 2). Fortunately, all
of these attempts were rejected, highlighting that risky password
was obsolete. All of the rejected sessions with Pelco cameras and
86% of the rejected sessions with Axis cameras, offered the pair
“admin/some-password” for authentication. This again highlights
another risk when some organizational passwords (that are un-
known publicly) can get leaked through the use of Basic authenti-
cation. We reported all of these vulnerabilities (known passwords
and weak authentication schemes) to the cybersecurity department
of our university (for remedial actions) prior to the submission of
this paper.

3.2 Vulnerable Controllers
We now focus on two potential risks (i.e., cyber and operational)
associated with controllers accessing or attempting to access the
cameras. Cyber risk is identified when an identifiable (plaintext
or hashed version of known/default) password is presented for
authentication. Operational risk is identified when authentication
attempts consistently fail due to incorrect formatting the request
10We obfuscated this password for privacy reasons.
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or presenting invalid credentials. We categorize (and color-code)
the controllers into three groups, including (i) red ones (C1-C17),
which are consistently rejected by cameras, (ii) orange ones (C18-
C35), which are accepted sometimes and rejected some other times,
and (iii) the blue one (C36), which is always successful in HTTP
authentication. Fig. 4 visualizes HTTP communications between
36 controllers (C1-C36) and 1108 cameras (Axis, Cisco, and Pelco)
in our dataset.

The red controllers only contact Axis cameras and solely of-
fer the obsolete password (i.e., some-password) via Basic and/or
Digest authentication. In order to mitigate the operational and cy-
ber risks that the red controllers present to this camera network,
they probably need to be decommissioned or at least reconfig-
ured/upgraded. The orange controllers tend communicate with all
three types of cameras (Axis, Cisco, and Pelco) and display some
operational failures (rejected authentication requests). Two con-
trollers (C28, C29) were found transmitting ONVIF-formatted re-
quests to Axis cameras. However, Axis cameras on this network are
not yet ONVIF-enabled, hence respond with a 400 Bad Request
status code. Another two controllers (C23, C24) were found send-
ing incomplete HTTP digest authentication metadata (Fig. 3(b))
expected by Axis cameras. In their request packets, they missed to
embed cnonce, nc, algorithm and response into their requests,
hence resulted in HTTP responses with status code 400. Also, we
found the orange controllers (C18-C35), communicating with Cisco
cameras (ONVIF-enabled), infrequently receive an HTTP response
with status code 400 and a payload containing “max pull point
exceeded” error. Note that each ONVIF request for certain tasks,
like tilting the camera lens or accessing the camera feed, creates a
pull point resource on the camera which has a limited capacity avail-
able to handle concurrent connections. Finally we found that 15
orange controllers occasionally received “500 Internal Server
Error” responses from their target cameras. Overall, the orange
controllers display behaviors indicating some operational risk but
not significant cyber risks. Lastly, the only blue controller seems to
operate in a riskless manner, with all of its authentication requests
successfully responded to by six Axis cameras. However, this con-
troller and its target cameras are not necessarily secured since the
authentication requests contain a default password (though it is
hashed). Therefore, the configuration of this controller and those
six cameras needs to change, mitigating a critical cyber risk.

Further, we investigated to identify the application used by in-
dividual controllers for accessing the cameras. We found that 30
controllers provided User-Agent in the header of their HTTP re-
quests made to the cameras, while the other six did not reveal
their agent. Three agents including gSOAP (from 10 controllers),
omnicast (from 19 controllers), and Chrome (from a controller)
are identified. We note that agents like gSOAP and omnicast are
typically used in management applications of IP (Internet Proto-
col) cameras [11, 12]. Interestingly, the controller C36 accesses the
Axis cameras from the Chrome web browser, not from the vendor-
supplied management software.

4 RELATEDWORK
Risk Assessment for IoT Devices: Prior efforts to assess the risk
of IoT devices are relatively broad and diverse in their scope and
techniques. Work in [20] tests a suite of active and passive risk

evaluation techniques on consumer devices to quantify the vulner-
abilities specific to key security pillars (confidentiality, integrity,
access control) as well as the ability to reflect attacks. The authors
propose a subjective color-coded scheme that highlights the security
rating of individual devices tested. An extensive measurement study
[27] focuses on the privacy risks of consumer IoTs. The authors
analyze the network traffic of IoT devices to determine any infor-
mation exposures like exchanging unencrypted content with the
Internet or inferred behavior of devices. Our paper, instead, focuses
narrowly on the authentication vulnerability of enterprise-grade
cameras in production networks. We develop a passive risk assess-
ment system to determine whether cameras accept well-known or
manufacturers’ default passwords via HTTP-based authentication.

Cybersecurity of Connected Cameras: Several research stud-
ies [3, 19, 33] on the security posture of connected cameras discuss
how they can be threatened, highlighting the compromised publicly
available cameras as well as commercial models at most risk.

Authors of [3] developed an analysis framework for actively
assessing the risk of networked cameras. They perform a variety
of active tests to determine whether a given camera is vulnerable
to unauthorized video stream retrieval, device tampering, unau-
thorized account hijacking or unauthorized capture of data. Out
of the five camera models they tested, three were identified to be
using default passwords, and four enforced no strict password com-
plexity policy, encouraging vulnerable passwords. Authors of [33]
investigated cameras that are completely exposed to the Internet
with no password protection. Their work analyzed the information
available on the “insecam.org” website, which provides live video
footage of cameras across the globe. The authors found that more
than 20,000 live feeds are available every day, with an average of
more than 200 new cameras added daily. Work in [19] analyzed a
broad range of vulnerabilities in networked cameras. The authors
formulated a diverse set of attack scenarios like adversarial machine
learning and brute force. By looking up popular manufacturers on
“shodan.io” and “censys.io” websites, they found more than a
million cameras exposed to the Internet – 90% of those cameras
communicate over HTTP (not HTTPS).

This paper builds upon prior work. We highlight how unen-
crypted protocols like HTTP can risk the security of a network
of cameras. Our risk assessment findings can help enterprise net-
work operators mitigate the risk of threat actors exploiting default
credentials to access a camera.

5 CONCLUSION
Networked cameras are rapidly deployed at scale in enterprises,
mitigating physical security risks but introducing cyber risks. This
paper developed a system (PARVP) that employs the formal model
of networked cameras along with an algorithm that automatically
and passively determines whether cameras authenticate securely
or not. We tested PARVP against 1.4 million HTTP authentication
sessions captured from more than 1000 cameras in a production
network. We identified a few risky cameras that accept default
passwords and some risky controllers that leak non-default pass-
words via insecure authentication. Our PARVP can be employed
for assessing the authentication risks of any OT/IoT device type
and is readily extensible to support other forms of unencrypted
authentication emerging in the future.
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Appendix A FLOW OF EVENTS IN HTTP
AUTHENTICATION

1 the client initiates a request to log into the server;
2 the server will respond with an HTTP 401 Unauthorized er-
ror along with a WWW-Authenticate header explaining how to
authenticate correctly. Typically, the server will specify the type
of HTTP authentication it expects along with some other required
information depending on the scheme;
3 the client will then attempt to authenticate correctly, formatting
the authorization header as required;
4 if credentials in the authorization header are correct, the server
will successfully authenticate the client.

Appendix B HASHED RESPONSE IN DIGEST
AUTHENTICATION

1 username, password, and realm (a string that describes the
camera) are passed through a hash function (e.g., MD5) to produce
the first hashed value:
HA1 = MD5(username:realm:password);
2 the HTTP request method (e.g., GET or POST) and digestURI
(endpoint to which the client attempts to connect) of the request
are hashed together to produce the second hash value:
HA2 = MD5(method:digestURI);
3 the two computed hash values (i.e., HA1, HA2), nonce (server-
generated random value used to prevent replay attacks), nc (nonce
count), cnonce (client generated string value used to prevent plain-
text attacks) and qop (quality of protection) are hashed together to
produce a final response:
Response = MD5(HA1:nonce:nc:cnonce:qop:HA2).

This response value is presented by the client to the server for
authentication.

Appendix C HASHED RESPONSE IN WSS
AUTHENTICATION

1 the client creates a nonce, and encapsulates that within an SOAP
XML UsernameToken tag along with other variables such as the
date, digest of password, and username. This XML payload is en-
capsulated within the HTTP request packet sent by the client to
the server;
2 If details are correct, then the server will authenticate the client.
The key difference here is that the server does not have to specify a
nonce, shifting this task to the client. The server only records these
requests, thus mitigating replay attacks. Furthermore, the authenti-
cation only requires a pair of request/response, instead of two pairs
(discussed earlier under standard HTTP schemes). Password digest
is computed by: Digest = B64Encode(SHA1(B64Decode(Nonce)
+ Date + Password)).
Note: According to the WSS UsernameToken profile [26], the pass-
word digest is computed by: Digest = B64Encode(SHA1(Nonce+
Date+Password)). Though it is not explicitly stated a B64Encoded
version of the Nonce is sent over the wire. To authenticate users,
the Nonce retrieved from the SOAP message must be B64Decoded
to get the original binary data use to compute the password digest.
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